The as-formed structure of gel-spun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fiber from the solvent mixture system has been probed exploiting AFM techniques developed in the membrane industry. The surface structure of PAN membranes, prepared by phase transition under different casting conditions, was investigated by tapping mode atomic force microscopy. The results obtained show that the size and the density of these aggregates are dependent on the casting solution, namely on the type and concentration of the non-solvent. In the present work, tapping mode atomic force microscopy is used to comply with the main objective of differentiating surface morphologies of membranes.
Introduction
Carbon fiber has a series of excellent performance such as high strength, high modulus, etc, which are used for products of aerospace, recreational instrument, transportation and construction industries. PAN based carbon fibers are primarily used as a structural reinforcement in composites because of their excellent physical properties. PAN is the main precursor material used for manufacture of carbon fibers. There are mainly two kinds of methods used to get carbon fiber precursors recently and they are wet spinning and dry-jet wet-spinning. The fibers obtained using above methods all have a disadvantage of compact skin and loose core which is due to the phase separation during the process of fiber formation. Our work is to induce a phase transition instead of phase separation of fiber formation. This process would obtain a gel which has a homogeneous bicontinuous network structure. The fiber precursor will have high strength due to the gel formation. The thermoreversible gelation behavior of PAN solution has an important effect in deciding the cooling temperature in the gel spinning process. Therefore the research on the thermoreversible gelation behavior of the PAN solution has importantance in the gel spinning process. The factors [1] which contribute to gel structure are polymer molecular weight, concentration, temperature, solvent, etc. The method employed to form the gel was the use of a solvent mixture and low processing temperature. A mixture of good solvent with a bad solvent (nonsolvent) was used as the solvent for PAN [2] . This kind of solvent mixture was widely applied as the coagulant bath in PAN spinning. Also the mixture can be used as plasticizer for the post spinning drawing owing to water's effect on the decrease of dipole interactions inside the PAN fiber [3] . The solvent mixture can be considered as a not-so-good solvent suitable to make PAN gel with the proper control of the nonsolvent amount. The gel structure and properties can be revealed through studying the gelation behavior of the gels.
A lot of data concerning the molecular structure of acrylic fibers has been generated over the years covering both intrachain and interchain organizations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The view appears to be that PAN, and its copolymer relatives adopt an irregular helical configuration with the C≡N dipoles arranged so as to minimize repulsion between near neighbours. Chains in an oriented fiber pack are roughly parallel, again so as to minimize dipole-dipole repulsion. Orthorhombic or hexagonal unit cells have been suggested and there exists only lateral order with no axial chain periodicity. Such a structure has been termed "paracrystalline".
The microstructure of acrylic fibers has been less extensively studied. A good early description of formation and structure relationships primarily for the PAN and dimethylacetamide system was given in 1962 by Craig et al [10] . The freshly coagulated structure was shown to consist of a cellular structure with nodes of polymer connected by thin rods, the spaces in between forming a porous network. Few researchers have attempted to characterize this porous structure and the effect of process variables on it [11] .
This work concentrates on the formation and structure of gel-spun PAN fibers. Gelspun PAN fibers are produced by dry-jet wet-spinning process but form a bicontinuous network structure due to thermoreversible phase transition in the dry jet process by cooling the nascent fiber and changing the composition of the spinning solution namely inducing a nonsolvent to the solvent. The mechanical properties of the fiber are determined largely by the initial structure that is laid down in the dry jet process in gel spinning. Characterizing these morphologies has been proven to be a difficult task. In particular, the geometry of fibers makes sample preparation and manipulation for microscopy difficult. The as-formed structure of wet-spun acrylic fiber from the sodium thiocyanate system has been probed exploiting a number of techniques developed in the membrane industry. The use of flat membrane geometry in the study of wet-spun fibers has been proven to be valid. The calculation of average pore dimensions in the surface of acrylic membranes by a hydraulic permeability method has agreed well with microscopic examination [12] . This study introduces a novel approach to the investigation of gel-spun PAN structure, which is based on phase transition membrane technology. In flat sheet membrane form, the complications mentioned above can be largely eliminated. Indeed many aspects of technology and science underpinning the production of phase transition membranes are related to the gel spinning of fibers.
AFM is a useful method to characterize the surface structure of membranes due to the possibility of analyzing samples without any pretreatment. AFM imaging of the membrane structure has advantages over scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) since the resolution is higher, the sample preparation is minimal and no electron beam damage can occur. The surface structures of dense and integrally skinned cellulose acetate and cellulose acetate butyrate membranes, prepared by phase inversion under different casting conditions, are investigated by tapping mode atomic force microscopy [13] . For membranes which are cast from polymer solutions, solution properties are an important factor affecting membrane structure and permeation characteristics. The nature of the various polymer-solvent and polymer-polymer interactions exerts a great inufluence upon the structure of dense membranes which are cast from polymer solutions [14] . Katz and Munk [15] reported that the solvents used in membrane preparation, in particular polarity of the solvents, exert a definite influence on the permeability of the film. There are other factors which influence membrane properties such as solution concentration, casting temperature, humidity of the environment and surface on which membranes are cast. Zubov et al. [16] studied the effect of the solvent and polymer interactions on the structure and properties of polystyrene. It was noticed that the tensile strength of the films, adhesion and thermophysical constant change with the solvent. Bowen et al. [17] used non-contact AFM to investigate the surface pore structure of Cyclopore and Anopore microfiltration membranes in air. Analysis of the image gave quantitative information on the surface pore structure, in particular the pore size distribution. This work is to study the morphology and formation principle of flat membranes by AFM.
Results and discussion
The effect of membrane forming condition on the membrane structure for the same sample -Water used as nonsolvent in the PAN solution As seen from Figure 1 , sample 1 was formed using water as nonsolvent. The solution gelled at 5 0 C and formed a network with a bicontinuous structure. PAN molecules dissolved in the DMSO and water mixture as solvent in the solution state. Once the solution was cooled, PAN molecules aggregated as the result of PAN dipole-dipole force between PAN intermolecules. That is what was we had expected. The membrane was formed by a phase transition with decrease in temperature. Once the network structure was formed, it was not easily destroyed unless on increase of temperature. If the fiber formed a network structure in the dry jet process, it is useful to obtain a uniform fiber without skin and inner structure difference. Sample 2 formed a similar structure but the network is weaker than sample 1. The reason may be when the temperature is much lower than the gel point, the PAN chains have not much energy to move and the number of chains aggregated as one joint point is small inducing the weak network structure. 
Ethanol used as nonsolvent in the PAN solution
Sample 3, sample 4 and sample 5 were formed using two different methods. Sample 3 and sample 4 forming underwent a gelation process. The samples were casted on the glass surface at 70 0 C and then put on a platform with a lower temperature quickly. The samples cooled quickly from the casting temperature to a lower temperature and a phase transition took place forming a gel. Then the samples were evaporated in a vacuum oven at 50 0 C for 24 h. Sample 5 was formed directly by casting the solution on the glass surface and heating in vacuum at a certain temperature. Figure 4 shows larger pores than the membrane shown in Figure 3 . The molecules are assembled by physical crosslinking points in the same way as sample 3. The gelation temperature was lower than that of sample 3. This introduced a strong phase transition that was a change from the solution state to the gel state and formed large pores in the membranes. The difference between casting temperature and gelling temperature was large in Figure  4 and the energy driving the molecules aggregation was large. The network structure formed quickly when the membrane gelation temperature is low. Seen from Figure 5 , the sample with direct vacuum evaporation has a dense structure .The reason may be when heating at a high temperature the solvent in the membrane will evaporate from the membrane directly and the molecules will move freely at high temperature forming a uniform morphology.
The morphology differences of the membranes formed at different conditions can be seen from Figure 6 to Figure 8 in detail. Sample 3 was a membrane with small pores distributed uniformly. Sample 4 was a membrane with large and small pores distributed nonuniformly. Sample 5 has a dense uniform membrane.
The effect of different nonsolvent on the membrane morphology at low gelation temperature
As seen from Figure 1 and Figure 3 the solution containing water as nonsolvent could form a network structure and the solution containing ethanol as nonsolvent could form small pores in the membrane. The polarity of water is bigger than that of ethanol and therefore the dissolvability of water for PAN is worse than ethanol. That is to say the addition of water in the solvent is more useful to gelation. The formed network structure with water as nonsolvent can be seen from Figure 9 and Figure 10 . The structure is similar to vegetable sponge with small holes between molecule chains. This structure could destroy only when increasing the temperature as this is a thermoreversible gelation process. When the gelation temperature is low the gel formed in a turbulent condition. The holes formed were larger than the gentle condition.
The effect of different nonsolvent on the membrane morphology at high gelation temperature
Seen from Figure 3 and Figure 4 , the solution contained ethanol as nonsolvent could form very small pores in the membranes but the solution contained water as nonsolvent can form a network structure. The polarity of ethanol is smaller than that of water and therefore the dissolvability of ethanol for PAN is better than water. That is to say the addition of water in the solvent is more useful to gelation. Figure 11 shows that the membrane with water as nonsolvent formed a lateral order structure. This is termed as paracrystalline and it is consistent with the phenomenon mentioned above. This reveals that the molecule chains have much time to arrange the lateral C≡N dipoles so as to minimize repulsion between near neighbours at a high gelation temperature. The PAN solution with water as nonsolvent and gelation at a relatively high temperature is useful for gel formation and lateral order structure formation. 
Conclusions
The PAN membrane characteristics were investigated using Atomic Force Microscopy. The PAN solution with water as nonsolvent and gelation at a relatively high temperature is useful for gel formation and lateral order structure formation. In this case, the PAN solution changed into a network structure with small holes.
Experimental part

Materials
PAN powder (98 wt%AN and 2 wt%ITA) was provided by Shanghai synthetic fibers research institute. Mixed solutions of DMSO (chemically pure) and deionized water, or ethanol were used as the solvent mixture for PAN solution. And they were purchased from Shanghai chemical reagent co. Ltd. 
PAN Solution Preparation
The required amounts of PAN solvent such as DMSO and nonsolvent such as water or ethanol were mixed homogeneously. The PAN powder was dissolved in the mixture obtained above. The whole mixture was stirred at 50 0 C as to make the polymer swelling in the solvent mixture and then was stirred at 70 0 C as to make the polymer dissolve sufficiently. Subsequently, it was deaerated in vacuo at 70 °C for the removal of air bubbles for 24 h.
Membrane Preparation and Drying
The membranes were prepared by casting the PAN solution on the surface of the glass. Two methods, corresponding to different casting solutions and film casting conditions, were used. They are described in detail in Table 1 . The membranes are identified in this text by the composition of PAN solution, the membranes casting conditions and the membranes drying conditions. The first method was casting the PAN solution on a glass surface at 70 0 C and then putting the glass on a platform with a low temperature. A phase transition process underwent during this process and a gel network structure formed. After this the membrane was dried in vacuum to vaporize the solvent for 24 h. The second method was not a gelation process. After casting the spinning solution on the glass surface the glass was put in vacuum directly to vaporize the solvent.
Characterization
The AFM used to image the membrane surfaces was a multi mode scanning probe microscope with a Nanoscope IV Controller, supplied by Digital Instruments company, USA. The membrane surface was scanned in intermediate contact (tapping mode) with an oscillating tip. This eliminates shear forces that can damage soft samples and reduce the image resolution. At first, the tip was far from the sample surface bouncing up and down with free vibration amplitude. The tip then approached the sample surface and due to the tip-surface interaction the vibration amplitude decreased. During the scanning procedure, the vibration amplitude of the tip was kept constant by changing the scanner height. Small pieces were cut from each membrane, glued onto metal disks and attached to a magnetic sample holder, located on top of the scanner tube. All the tapping mode AFM images were undertaken at 20 0 C.
